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By Scott G. Hamilton 
Daily staff writer 
An SJSU facilities staff 
member said she 
v, ill file formal charges 
accusing a superior of 
sexual 




 at an informal meeting next week. 
Martha
 O'Connell,
 a clerical assistant
 in 
Facilities Development and Operations. claims 
her 
manager ridiculed her in public following 
repeated incidents 
of
 discrimination against her 
efforts  to promote an event sponsored by her 
gay rights group. 
O'Connell is scheduled to 
meet Monday 
with Facilities 










 I nion. Though the 
catches some rays while she studies 



















 denied the 
claim.
 is not 





 is not 























 of the Staff
 for 
Individual 




group's Gay and 
Lesbian Awareness





 as part 
of
 an ongoing 
harassment 
problem  within 
the department.
 
Ken P Ruinard  









brisk  winter 
eventually. 
Alter 
an Oct. 24 incident, which she 
called "blatant harassment participated
 in and 
sanctioned by management."
 O'Connell said 
she can no longer ignore the problem. 
Members of facilities management named 
by
 O'Connell 




O'Connell  said she has 
repeatedly  asked 

















 When it 
was 






 then, posters and 
smaller fliers haxe 
been continuously
 removed  












manded it be left undisturbed. The poster dis-
appeared later that 
afternoon,  he said. 
The next day when O'Connell found it 
missing. Slog placed a smaller her 
on the 
hoard in response- 
to
 her complaints and in-
sisted 
that it he tell 
alone.  
O'Connell  and Kex in 
Johnson.
 university 
employee and SIR 
co -coordinator. replaced the 
flier with one of 

































A.S. member 5.5(X) 
a week about $10 per
 
hour - or his services as a 





force working on the San 
Carlos 
Street closure. 





Wednesday  to pay Paul Sonneman. a 
198.5-86  
A.S. executive 
assistant. $1,00() to "coordi-
nate with" the 
A.S.  task force. 
Sonneman,
 formerly an SJSU business 
administration major,









President  Tom Boothe. who 
recom-
mended Sonneman to the 
board,  said he 
wanted to dispel
 any notion of conflict of inter-
est. 
"One of the 
things  I'd like to he very can-
did about 
is
 Paul (Sonneman) 
and  I have be-
come friends 
over the years," Boothe 
said.  
"But the 
bottom line is that he 
is one of the 
hest campaigners 
that



















 will he 
spent  on 






 to a 
statement 




 of the task 
force,  which 
consists of live A.S 
hoard members,  is 
to cre-
ate a blitz 
of 
support




 votes on the 




















The Associated Students board of directors 
Wednesday unanimously denied a travel reimburse-
ment of $956 for two KSJS students who attended a 
college radio convention in 
New York City last 
weekend. 
Last week 
David  Yohn. KSJS general manager, 
asked the hoard to waive a stipulation to allow KSJS 
louse funds from the station's travel expense budget 
of $1,700 to repay the students. 
Yohn was not present at this week's meeting. 
"That's nice  of them," Yohn said 
when told of 
the board's decision. "We can't use the money that 
they've already given us. I 
think it's really dis-
tressful that the 




 request for traveling expenses was 
submitted
 too late to the A.S. Business Office for 
board approval, and the station needed the 
board's 
permission to 
reimburse the two students. Yohn
 
said.  
Promotion director Pol Van Rhee and music di-
rector Gary More
 paid for their trip to New York 
themselves, he said. 
By denying KSJS' request, the A.S. is "not 
supporting a 
campus  organization the way it 
should, 
Yohn said. 
The problem stems from the fact that the A.S. 
doesn't realize how important
 KSJS is for public re -
'I
 think it's really 
distressful  
that
 the A.S. 
allots  money 
that  










at the university and how important the trip 
was to the station to operate in that capacity. Yohn 
said. 
Prior  to the vote, Bob Gunter, A.S. director of 
California State Student Affairs, said the matter 
should not he compared to an earlier decision that al-
lowed six members of the A.S. Program Board to at-
tend a  convention in San Jose because the program 
hoard 
followed  appropriate procedures. 
The A.S. board approved an expenditure of 
$906




KSJS was "negligent 
coming  before the board 
a day 
before  the trip asking to be 
reimbursed."
 Gun-
ter said after 
the  meeting. "It could have been better 
handled on I KSJS
 I part .  
"Tile significant factor is that when the request 
was made, it was after the 
fact,"  A.S. President 
Tom Boothe 
said.  think 
it's a question 
of proce-
dure more
 than anything 
else." 
The hoard
 would have 





 since it was 
not addi-
tional money 
being  sought hut 
funds























proval on time. 
Such requests
 have to 
he
 on the 
agenda
 a week 
before the 





























 they could 
tap 
into
















 else in 
KSJS






























 that the 
two students 






 Yohn said. 
"It 
will help our
 ability to 
serve  the 
campus."  
Yohn said. 
"That's  the 
only  reason 
why
 we wanted 
A.S. 
to
 support us. It 
was not a fun 




 to play host to 
college
 union forum 
By Scott G. 
Hamilton  
Daily stall writer 
Plans are 
set
 for SJSU 
to
 play 
Student Union show -and -tell this 
weekend
 by hosting its first on -campus 
regional conference of the Association 
of College Unions -International. 
Roughly 200 delegates represent-
ing the unions of at least 24 different 
colleges and universities were ex-
pected to begin arriving at the Hyatt 
San Jose last night for three days of 
union note
-comparing,  according to 
Adrienne Robison, Union scheduling 
manager. 
Confirmed participants for the 







 schools. the Uni-
versity 
of 
Hawaii.  the 
University of 
Nevada -Las 
Vegas and De Anza Col-
lege in 
Cupertino,
 she said, 
although 
there 
may  be late additions.
 





 Robison said. 
 'That's our common bond. ' 
The 
ACU-1, a professional asso-
ciation of more than 1.000 college 
unions, 
has member schools through-
out the 
United
 States and in Australia. 
Japan, Canada and 
Great Britain. Be-
side a national conference in Boston 
each spring, regions within the asso-
ciation hold their
 own meetings. 
This weekend's conference is one 
of 
the semiannual meetings for 
ACU-I Region
 
IS. which includes 






 holds its 
spring




ings in the 
North,
 Robison said. 
Although
 this will 
be







 he the first 
actually
 held at the 
university. 
Union  Director 

























 Street Nov. 20, and 
Sonneman will spearhead the effort in the next 
two weeks, Boothe said. 
Downgrading
 the street is the first 
step
 to-
ward its eventual closure. 
Sonneman
 said 
he wouldn't work as 
a vol-

































will close for the 
re-
mainder
 of the semester
 because it 
is not
 being used enough, said uni-




-and -Ride lot at 
12th and Keyes will close 
on Fri-
days because of low
 use. Schatz 
said. 
Henry Orbach. Traffic and 
Parking Operations manager, said 
ridership
 on Friday is only about a 
quarter of what it is the rest of the 
week.  
"I doubt whether we 
have
 had 
more than 2110 riders at the begin-
ning of the semester on any Friday. 
hut now it is down
 to no more than 
80,"
 Orbach said. 
"Other days of the week, at 
the start (il the semester, 
we
 started 
with about 320 to 340 average per  
day, and now it is down to about 
200 
to 210." he said. 
"At 







 for the 
buses





closure  of the 
lot. 







service  on Fri-
day s wept the South Campus bus, 
which runs hourly. 
 All South Campus stops
 will 
he at the 
field house on 111th 
and  




Monday  through Thurs-
day bus runs 
will
 he on 20
-minute 
schedules. (In the past,  







 route will 
he
 from 
Sweeney Hall,  
traveling  south on 
10th Street to Humboldt. pickup 








At the beginning of the spring 
semester,  both lots will he utilized, 
Schatz said. 
"We decided in 
the end we 
could make it much easier to use 
10th and 11th streets and speed 
things up." Orbach said. 
Orbach said the decision to 
close the 12th and Keyes lot on Fri-
days will he economical. 
"There is always room in the 
garages  on Fridays." 
°finch  said. 
"There 
is
 no use in operating when 
no one is using the lot."
 
He added the
 lot closure 
would eliminate
 some costs in hir-
ing staff
 for security,  
paying driv-
ers and 
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 off voters 
0
 






 to the 










































 to the 




 of voter apathy usually
 points to non -
salient issues, 
a perception by 
many
 people that 
their vote won't
 make any difference 
and opinion 
polls that pick 
winners in advance. 
But pollsters 
also 
















been  a 
banner
 year for




arena.  The 
tone













about  their 
re-






























other  man's record.
 
But  for the 
most part,



























 Inter -Fraternity Council 
waited  too long to 
put 
together a judicial 
committee
 to look into 
the alleged 
rush violations by Alpha
 Tau 
Omega. 
The  original 
allegations
 by Sigma 
Chi  
charging Alpha 
Tau  Omega with 
breaking
 the dry 
rush
 guidelines were 
submitted  on Sept. 8. 
Now. 
nearly two 










 seemed to 
be
 getting a 
committee
 
formed to act as 
judges  in the hearing,
 now set for 
Nov. 10. After






he made up 
of the four 
IFC  officers, 
and  
three members
 of the Greek 




five alternates.  Why did it take





 is a feeling that the




incident  under the 
rug and forgotten











 a long time ago. A 
judicial  committee
 
should have been made up before rush started. That 
way. if any violations were reported, they could 
have been acted on 
immediately.  The IFC should 
have used some foresight when the 
dry rush rules 
were laid 
out.  
At any rate,  at least the 
hearing  is finally upon 
us. The IFC should make sure they do not back 
down on the rules it set up before rush started this 
fall. If a fraternity is found guilty, the fines must be 
levied and enforced. If the IFC is lax in enforcing 
its rules, next year everyone 
will  break the rules be-
cause they know the IFC won't do anything about 
it. 
If a fraternity is found guilty and 
they refuse to 
pay the fines, actions must be taken. Surely the  fra-




The Spartan Daily encourages
 readers to 
write letters
 to the editor. 
Deliver them to the Spartan Daily office, 
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208 or to the Student 
Union Information 
Desk.  
All letters must bear the writer's 
name, 





 and anonymous let-
ters will not be printed. Phone 
numbers  are 
needed to 
verify  information in 
letters
 






 on the forum 
page 





 on this page are 
the opinions of the 












The tones they are 
.schanguii lasi 
The good old days used
 to Iv grandpa's and grandma's 
era. Now they are the 
1960s.  




that one did between ages 
IS
 and 22. if one 
attended  at all. 
Today men and 







in rapidly increasing numbers. In the future. 
individual.
 fi-
nancial and emotional 
security may depend upon lifetime 
pursuit of education. 
Whether
 we like
 it or  
not,


































The frontrunners in the race hack to 
school  appear, at 
least on the surface,  to he women in 
their .30s. SJSU, for 
example. has a 
Women's  Studies program, a Women's 
Center and special counseling for
 women re-entering the 





 and others throughout the 
country, 
the average age of all stUdents 
has increased to about 28. 
according ill
 surveys. Both men 
and women enroll in about 
equal 

















Particularly here in 
Silicon
 Valley. both men and 
women need to "go
 with the flow." No 
job or lifestyle, not 
mother and
 housewife, not 




It is not 
just
 housewives 
who  find themselves
 out of 
jobs
 and lacking  
skills,
 it is farmers,
 engineers and 
auto 
workers.
 The future of these
 people rests 
with
 their ability 
to 
re-educate themselves
 and return to the 
work force in the 
shortest  possible
 time. 
Whether they are 
re-entry or 
continuing  students, 
both  
men and women
 have special 
needs that must 
be met by 
contemporary
 universities.





 more short 
certificate  
programs such
 as the paralegal
 program. 
Years 
in a particular job 
should  count for something
 
when 
credits are awarded. 
Men  and women who 
have
 been 
productive in either paid 
or























years  ago tor people
 just 
out of high school. 
Statewide  re-entry associations should he formed 
to 
help provide low 
cost
 health insurance
 to people 
who 
work  
part-time and receive no 
benefits  from the work place. 
These  associations could also spearhead the creation 
of 
child care facilities on 
university
 campuses. Fathers and 
mothers
 who are continuing their education must 
have  eas-
ily accessible
 child care. 
Women's and minonty 




 whose only 
special  need is to 
continue or resume  
their  education in order to remain
 com-
petitive in today's 
job  markets. 
The population of 
university
 campuses, nationwide, is 
gradually becoming





 of the '80s, half of SJSU's student body 




students  who are 
returning 
to get cur-
rent information or change 
their skills to lit market de-
mands. 
The univeristy 
system cannot concentrate on mini -pro-
grams for
 highly vocal minorities, it must look 
at
 the overall 
change in students. It is 
true  that the squeeky wheel gets the 
grease. but in this case the entire wagon needs 
an overhaul. 
American universities 
were  established to help the 




and  the future of the country. 
They
 should be in the 
forefront
 of change, not 
standing  behind the door
 listening 













for the homophobic 
Stew Hinttes of 
the  world: 
There's a boy 




 the only ice cream he can like.
 There is another 
flavor called chocolate,
 but only perverts eat it. Worse 
yet. 
the Bible says 
you will  go to hell for eating 
chocolate.  
While growing up, Johnny
 discovers that he neither 
likes vanilla nor is 
he attracted to it. By 
accident
 one day. 
Johnny  discovers he can get 
chocolate
 ice cream at a hidden 
parlor 
downtown.  He finds that not 
only does he love the 
flavor of 
chocolate  ice cream, but that the 
other
 people eat-
ing chocolate ice cream 
in this parlor look as 
normal
 as he 
does. 
Now.  Johnny 
faces
 the problem of 
people finding 
out  
about  his ice 
cream  habit. He 
has to worry 
about people 
finding 
out and the 
consequences  of 
being  ostrasized. 
dis-
owned and tired. 
The 
questions  I present 
are:
 I . Is Johnny wrong
 in eat-
ing chocolate? 
and 2. Is it right for 
people
 to persecute and 
discriminate  against 
him because the 
Bible  says it's 
wrong.?
 
I ask that you 
remember
 that Johnny 
didn't  choose to 
like 
chocolate ice cream. 
(Why would
 he with
 all the 
hassles involved). 
All I ask of 
you  homophobics is to lei 
me
 eat my choc-
olate ice cream 
in
 peace, because my 
goal is not to switch
 
you over from 
vanilla hut only for you
 to understand that I 
too am a 




the right to cat 
chocolate
 



































the  biggest boondoggle in the 
week. 
The A.S. 
hired  a consultant in a hid
 to 
close
 East San Carlos




service. It is both 
wise
 and responsible for
 the 
A.S. to sponsor
 a two-week 
campaign  blitz to 
down-
grade  the street's 
designation  (the first
 step to closure) 
before the 
San Jose City 




 matter; paying 
a former A.S. 
assistant  $1,(XX) for 





 Sonneman, the 
consultant  in 
question,
 left 
the A.S. and 
the university in the 
spring  to pursue his 
real 






been  wooed 
hack 




by  a 




 was the man 
responsible  for the 
most  
recent  A.S. lee increase
 - a measure he 
and  the A.S. 
board claimed was 
needed to continue 
providing 
services 
to students. His 
campaign  then 
was  called 
Spartan 
Excellence,
 but there is 
nothing
 excellent nor 
Spartan now 
about this blunder 
by
 the A.S. 
wage and 
it makes student government
 look like the 
career of choice. 
If he works 44) 
hours  a week on the
 project for 
two 
weeks,  he will be 
making  $12.50 an 
hour.  Paul 
Sonneman will he 
making  $71 a day, or $2.97
 per 
hour. asleep or awake. 
This 
$1.01X)  debacle comes 
on the heels of 
are -
cent pay increase 
for the A.S. Program
 Board, which 
continues
 10 
lose  SJSU 
student money 
on programs for 
high schoolers, 
never appearing 






want.  Their pay 
raises  are in ef-
fect a 
reward for their
 faulty policies; 
what is the A.S.
 
rewarding Sonneman for? 
There  is no 
doubt that 
the  A.S. 
thinks
 it is 
looking out 
for the students 
with  




 pocket with 
student money 
is not 
the way to gain support 
from
 
the student body. 
If the A.S. feels









 or for a 
public  relations
 major and 
hire 







 lies in 
various  student 
government  
campaigns  and some
 congressional
 cam-
paigns. but never as a paid 
consultant
 on a 
matter  of 
city government. 
















 else was con 
sidered for this." 
This
 A.S. hoard 
was elected by 
students who 
thought
 it would 
best
 represent them,
 and the 511 
fee 
increase was approved by the same 
students
 who saw 
it as a way
 to improve student services.
 
The  A.S. has betrayed
 the student body. 
The use of this 





 short of asinine.
 Those with the 
purse 
strings must 
realize they answer 
to
 the student body, 
not their political allies. 
Sonneman




 for the closure of East 
San Carlos 
Street
 will work, despite
 what past City 
Council  votes 
have 
indicated,  city planning 
officials
 have said and 
nearby
 residents and 
merchants
 have lobbied for.
 The 








sity and there is little a 
lobbyist or a 
public  
relations  



















while most involved with SJSU do not. 





forts  if it were not for his salary. 












and not a student 
government
 in America. 
Stew 





























































































remain  in 
the  


























































objective  is 
only to 
























 of the 
measure  had ar-
gued
 the hill 




















 used four 
pens to sign 
the 
2 -inch thick hill 
during





the Rome elt Room. 
For  aliens who have 





Americans  will United States illegally




 efforts to 






gain control oi our borders 



















possessions  of our
 people --- 
American  cit-
izenship."
 Reagan said. 
After  signing the 
measure,  Reagan 
rose 
from his chair 
and quipped, 
"I
 got my 
names  in the right
 order there," 
a reference 
to when
 he signed his 





. . signA 
immigration  relOrm 
residency.  
That can be 
converted  to perma-
nent 
residency
 status after 18 months  for
 
those

















will fit in 
that
 category 




















 the  
country 






all  employers 
to verify 
that  work." 
newly -hired 








 to tough 
new 
penalties  a 
system
 of civil fines and criminal prosecu-
tions that could result in 
prison terms for ha-
bitual offenders. 
Officials also must administer a new 
program for thousands of 
migrant  foreign 
workers  who enter the country to harvest 
perishable fruits and 
vegetables. 













 is a 
penalty 




who  have 
been
 1 ix mg in this 
shadow society to 












 the mainstream," Rodin° said, 

















hack to the 
draw  
top 




 would be 








 citations,  and 
repeat of-
fenders 
would  become 
subject  to $3.000
 to 
S10.000  fines for 




Those who make it a "pattern or prac-
tice" to hire undocumented workers could 
face
 up to six months in prison. 
Foreigners who 
worked  in the fields 
for at least 90 days between 










carry  porary resident status 
immediately  and for 




















worked  90 days a year for three 
terest 
to abide by 
the legislation.
 
Nears could he granted





























regard to this. that 
Reagan yesterday tried to 
quell  reports that the 
speculation.
 the commenting and all on 
his administration helped
 win release of a story that came out of 
the  Middle 
three hostages 
held
 in Lebanon by aiding East . . one that to us has no foundation, 
the transfer of delense supplies by Israel to that all
 
oh that is making it more 
difficult for 
Iran. 
us in our Mort to get the other hostages 
Israel,  with the blessing of the White free." 
House. shipped Iran 






U.S.-made  F-4 jet lighters
 as well as Brashear 
refused 
to specify which 
story  
parts for American -made C -13(t  planes. rim- Reagan meant when he said it had "no 




the Los Angeles Times.
 "I'm just 
not 
going  




he had a deal 
what he was reterring 
to. which stones 
with Iran. said: 
might he factual and which are not 1 
iList
 
































La rahlornia New spaper 
Publishers  5mor. 






 San lose 
Stale 
Unwersits Jenny the
 L. rillege sear The 
rrywnions espressed in 
the paper are not no. - 
emanis 

















Sian siltINcriplion,  
espied 
on a remainder
 ril semester 
Is.,  
Full 








































































































Dale  More 
Entertainer  
Fditor 




























































































 Fedrow. Oscar 
Guerra.









N..  Sue 
Klan, 
















































































































Ike Peter  
irrtdbatrrJ,
 

























Brashear  said, 
months  
ago to arrange top-secret delis cries 
Reports of the deal 
began  appearing to Tehran of 
U.S. arms desperately needed 
after
 the speaker of the Iranian parliament. by
 Iran in its seesaw war is ith Iraq. 
flashenn 
Ralsanjani,  said in a speech Tues- 
The  shipments, made with
 the personal 
day that former
 White House national secu- 
approval of Reagan, began 
last year and led 
rity ads iser Robert 
McFarlane  had visited to the release of three
 American hostages. 
Tehran, had been confined to his hotel room most recently David Jacobsen. who si.;is 
and then expelled, treed last 
Sunday
 by Lebanese Shiite Mos-
The White House has declined to com- lem extremists w ith ties to Iran, according
 
ment inn Rafsanjani's 







not otter any 
specifics.
 
Earlier shipments led to the release
 int 











day in the Los Angeles 
1, .tes and the Benjamin Weir in September 






























radioman  John A. Walker
 Jr., 
admitted head 
of a family spy 
ring, 
v. as sentenced
 to life imprisonment 
yesterday,  
and his son Michael
 was 
gin en a 25 -year term by 
a judge who 
urged they 
he denied parole. 
'Your  task was tin defend your 
country: you chose 
to betray it.''U.S. 




Walker.  49. 
who  re-
ceived nearly $I million front











and you were paid handsomely for 
your traitorous
 acts.'' Harvey said. 
The judge. a World War II vet-
eran, expressed Inersonal 
revulsion
 that 
two enlisted sem icemen could turn 
against their country. and added. "In 
tiny 
opinion,  your espionage
 actin airs 
have 
caused tremendous harm to 
the 
national security of 
this country." 
Evidence  showed
 Walker used 
his  high-level Navy 
security clearance 
to 





weapons  and sensor data 
and Navy tactics. and deli s ered it to 
the Soviets, 
pulling family members 
into the 
arrangement.
 Ills brother Ar-
thur, 52. is serving 
a hie term for es-
pionage.
 
In the pre -sentence report. pros-
ecutors wrote that 
"if it were possible 
to 
rate the harm to the nation caused by  
particular
 acts of espionage. then the 
injury caused by 
the  Walker espionage 
ring must he of the first rank." 
The judge 
adhered tin the pre -sen-
tencing recommendations of U.S. 
At-
torney lireckinridge
 L. Willcox. as 
well
 as the plea bargain 
agreement 
reached with the 
Walkers  in October 
1985, in which the elder Walker
 ag-
reed to testify against fanner Navy ra-
dioman Jerry Whitworth and reveal 
details of his spy 
activities.
 
However, he recommended 
that
 
no parole be granted tin 
either  man. 
"You 
do 
not  seem to appreciate
 
the enormity of these crimes. In my 
opinion  you have shown . 
. . no re-
morse. I should 
do
 everything in my 
power to see (parole) does not occur.  
he told John Walker. 





AP1AN  (DOC/JONA'  CANTU 
ITU 




ENROLLING  NOW! Visit us at our center 
300 Hamilton 
Ave  , Palo Alto, CA 94301 
01 call 
us days. 
evenings Or even 












"inconsistent  with the 
spirit, in-
tent




Harney shot hack, 
"You  can 
think what you 
want.  Mr. Bennett, 
That is what I will 
do."
 The recom-
mendation is non -binding inn a parole 
board. 
 *There is at 








Walker. 24. is 
ho blinked Inc 
intently and stood with hands folded as 
the sentence was pronounced. "As an 
immature 21
-year -old. you were easily 
led. It was your father
 who profited 
from using you as he did . . . and you 
received little." 
John Walker's es -wife
 Barbara. 
who turned her 
husband
 in to the FBI. 
cried as the sentences were read.
 Their 
daughter Laura 
said  she believed the 
judge was too 
harsh  in recommending 
her brother
 
get no parole. hut "tOr 
my 






sac Instruments terminal. 
keyboard and printer worth 52.000 
were taken in a burglary of the Spartan 
Foundation
 at 110 N. First St. 
between  




man  who violated a 
restraining  
order was arrested by university
 po-
lice. Johnny
 Murphy, 28. was arrested 
and taken




showed up at a 
woman's
 apart-







contents  worth 
$236
 
were  stolen from a 
motorcycle  on 




A hubcap estimated  at WO by 
the owner was stolen
 from a car 
in
 a lot 















if Ag , 1 - 





Alh AM V°111110. 
tween 4 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. Monday 
 
An American flag and a Califor-
nia state flag were stolen anti two flag  
poles were 
damaged  in Spartan Com-
plex. Room 6, between Oct. 15 and 
27. Loss was estimated at SI 10. 
 
Someone cut brake lines. Ilia 
tened a 
tire






 car in the 10th Street 
Garage between 7:45 a.m. and 3 p.m 




A "Night of the Iguana" banner 
belonging to the Theatre Arts Depart-
ment was stolen from the palm trees inn 
Seventh Street in front of the Univer-
sity Room between Oct. 25 and 27 
The value of the banner is 5300. 



































































  Police have 
issued  a warrant for 
the arrest of 
Black  Panther Party
 co-founder Huey
 Newton 





 in possession 
of a gun. 
Oakland police reported. 
Police 
got the warrant 
Wednesday after they alleged  
to 
Municipal
 Court Judge 
Roderick  Duncan 
that
 they found a 
22 -caliber 
handgun  in a car
 Newton had 
apparently  been 
di isung
 a day earlier 
near
 the scene 
of a burglary investiga-
114 .11 
The police report 
said





 arrived at the 
scene and chased 
inan 
who gist away. 
The  report said 
while  combing the 
area,  a pile of 





 was found 
sitting




later, the report said. Newton was 
spotted 
walking














 car. officers 
said.  
The of I icers 
said the car belonged
 to Newton's 
brother.  
Melvin. They 
said a loaded gun 






 they said. 
On Monday.
 the 9th U.S.




 request to overturn
 a 1974 Alameda 
County con-
s 
iction of being a 
felon in 
possession
 of a gun, 
allegedly 
used in the 
pistol-whipping
 of Newton's





 Newton takes a 
successful appeal
 to the U.S. 
Supreme 
Court,  he could 

























clt-r and save on an. toAlti ring of your 
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By Greg Stryker 




get  his 
first real test 
as quarterback of 
the
 Spartans
 as the SJSU
 football team 17-2 
overall. 5-0 in 
the PCAA I looks
 for its 
seventh  straight
 victory against Ful-






 pertormance in the 
fourth
 quarter of last 
week's New 
Mexico  State game was just a pop quiz. Thiv 
will he the junior 
quarterback's
 first full 
game





 will he a true test for Tony to 
replace Mike Perez 
against 
a tough opponent like 
Fullerton
 State." Spartan 
head 
coach Claude Gilbert said. 
"hut Tony has the confi-
dence 
to do the job, so 
we
 hope 






I think the 
running
 game will 
have
 a lot to 
do
 







Locy said he may 
start the game with the 
short pass 
routes
 to get 









build a little of my confi-
dence up and because
 of 
the 








lot. They're worried 
about the deep
 threat. 
"We've even put in a couple of new 
plays  to work on 
the underneath patterns. They have 
some good 1311's (de-
fensive 
backs),  hut they have a couple of young
 ones, a 
freshman free safety (Mike Schaffel)
 and a sophomore cor-
ner (James Howard).
 The sophomore is probably the
 best. 
He's a real good
 athlete, hut they're a link hit young." 
Fullerton State (2-8. I-4) has
 fallen on hard times this 
season.
 
The Titans are in seventh place in the PCAA this sea-
son, after going 12-0 and earning
 a UPI ranking (20th) in 
1984 and finishing second in the 
conference  last season. 
Fullerton Stale






 its two victories this season,  the most 
impressive  
was 
a 33-0 shellacking of Utah State. 
Titan head coach Gene 






Lloyd  Forrest, shown 
here rushing Bulldog
 011 Kevin Sweeney, 
will  try





 e been 
a 
lack  




team this year has not made the big 
















"Our main problem has been a lack 
it
 consistency for 
a full game. I'd say in 
five 
or
 six of our 




the game, but you can't win








 is an 
exploviv  
e running 







 back is 
averaging 
115.1  yards a 








"lie  (Calhoun) is their 
biggest weapon." 
Gilbert  said. 
"He's  a tremendous 
running hack. The 
thing  that really im-
presses me 
about  him is his 
durability
 lie breaks taekles,
 
and if you 
let up on him, he can
 break it all the 
way.  lie's a 
guy we 
have
 to stop." 
The game 
features
 a matchup (vl' 
the  top two running 
backs





suspended  for 
unusual  
conduct 
PALO ALIO he 
Stan 
ford 
University  marching hand, once 
unoffically credited with helping the 
University of 
California  score a win-
ning touchdown,  has been suspended 
over shows 
that
 included some mem-




 school officials harmed 
the 95 
musicians  Irom taking the Odd 
in 
two
 games. Saturday's contest at 
UCLA




 at Berkeley 
On Nov. 22 
"Repeated warnings don't do any 




He said several hand members 
dropped  their pants and six others 
uri-
nated on the
 playing field at the end of 
one game earlier this month. The fol-
lowing week, the hand 






male  genitalia 
while  









State  Sun 
Devils.





 away,  
must 
get past the 












Devils  get past Cal, 
they will have 
only to heat their rival 
University
 of Aritona to 






ler  the first tone since
 
joining the 
conference  in 1978. 
There are three 
other  Pac It) 








 is at Washington 
State
 
Oregon  and 
Southern 
Cal each 
have the week off. 
There are two 





























University  Avenue 
 










pants and six others 




Band members will he illt(144ell to 
sit in the grandstand and play at the 
two games at their own 
expense,  hut 


















































has  long 













toward  the 




 onto the field 
during the Big 
Game against Cal 
on
 
Nov 20, 1982 
w ith 
only four  seconds 
lett and 


















































 Association games 
Saturday  
San 
Jose  State is at Fullerton State and 
Utah State is at Pacific. 
Long Beach State 01 the PCAA 
plays host to Eastern Washington in a 
non -conference matchup. 
Arizona State comes off a 34-21 
victory over Washington that lifted its 
record to 
4-0-1  in conference play and 
7-1)-I
 overall. The fifth -ranked Sun 
Devils have a half -game lead over 







among  others, 
victo-
ries over UCLA. Southern Cal and 
Washington, 
making it the
 first team 








over Washington. the Sun Dr 






defense that had yielded an average of 
61.6 yards rushing to 
opponents  going 
into the game. 
















who then lateraled it 
to Moen v, 1st 
went on to score





The Cal players moved through
 
the hand members who 






knocked down at 
the goal line. 
A 'r -shirt
 was later 
marketed that 
showed a 
diagram  of the play.
 with the 
hand
 members as 











 Saturday, 1 
p.m. 






 Brown, Spartan Sta-
dium. 
Sunday,  1 
p.m
 
VOLLEYBALL: Long Beach 
State,
 Long Beach. 
Friday,
 7:30 p.m 
and UC-Irvine,





























p.m. Sunday.  





yards,  and he has scored 10 
touchdowns.
 








-yard mark five of 
the 
last
 six games. 
including
 





Jackson said he can
 out -rush 
Calhoun,
 and 
that  some 
of 
his  
recent success is due to 
better 
downlield blocking. 
"I'd like to out











 a lot to do 
with 
winning
 this week. 
"The offensive







They're  making downfield 
blocks,
 and the receivers 





















 for 1,180 
yards and nine touchdow





















 lead the team. 
Gibbs leads the receivers with a 
21.5 
average gain per 
catch. 
Spartan slot receiver 
Guy  Liggins has twice as many 
receptions as Barber, and SJSU wide
 receiver Edo Mal-
auulu has 
50.  
The Spartans cannot clinch 
a California Bowl berth 
with a win. because Long
 Beach State is playing a non -con-
ference  game against Eastern 
Washington













 Spartan-49er match should determine
 





last two games to have a shot at PCAA title. 
Murphy said his Titans 
will  he up for the game. 
"Froin an emotional standpoint
 they'll he up. not just 
because it's the conference leader, hut 
this  is the 
last game 
at home
 for 12 
seniors."  he said. 
Locy said he 
is ready for the game. 
"This is the biggest game
 of my career." he said. 
"There's no doubt the Long Beach game will he more im-
portant.
 and the 
Cal 
Bowl  
if we get there. But right










 and meet representatives from
 accredited 
graduate schools throughout
 the United States at 
the GRE/CGS Forum on Graduate Education. 
MERIDIEN HOTEL 
50 Third Street 







 10 00 
11 






-FORUM  Workshop  on 














Education and Humanities 
GRE General Test 






















 payable at the door 
GRADUATE 
SCHOOL  EXHIBITS 
WILL  BE 
OPEN FROM 
10
 am -4p m 
maw sponsored
 by the 
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S,I1SU's Chris Gray advances the hall, as teammate Mace Sas elkoul 1171 watches. in the Spartans' loss to Cal 
Spartan 
soccer team 
edges Sacramento State 
By Len Gutman 
Daily 
staff  writer 
The Spartan soccer team heat 







SJSU (7-9-3)  got a first-half 
goal from 
Pat  Rashe,  and added 
second
-half  goals hy Greg Benue-
cio and Sieve Caldwell. to give the 




SJSU coach Julie Menendez 
said he was pleased 
with the wav 










had the hall in their 
end of the field 
))0 percent
 (il the game.'' 
The Spartan delense pressed 
up into the Hornet end. and Menen-
dez said 
that's when Sacramento 
State scored.
 
'Their goals came off 
coun-










able  to get 
off 14 
shots  on goal.  
After the 
Hornets went up 
1-0.  
Spartan midfielder Rashe got his 
first goal 
of the season, with an as-
sist from Scott Chase. 
In the 
second  half. the 
Spar-
tans











drive  into 
the  corner 
of 
the Hornet net. 
 Bertuccio 
crossed a ball 
Irom the 
right side that






corner  of the net." 
Menendez  said. 
'You  
don't  see too 
many




scored  a 
goal  





 side of the 
net.  
The 













son played the entire game for the 
Spartans. It was the I irst action he 
has  seen this season, 
and he had 
four 
saves. 









and played very well.'' Menendez 
said.
 
The Spartans' regular goal-
keeper. Joe Gangale,  got a much 
needed rest Wednesday 
'Joe's  ribs were sore I 
wanted to save 
him
 for
 the game 







in the Spartans  final game this sea-
son.
 
Brown, an Ivy League 
team 
trom Providence.
 R I . is 
6-6 
Over-
all, 1-5 in the Ivy League. 





 and the first time 






Providence for a game with Brown 
which ended in a scoreless tie, and 
this year the team decided to head 
west to play in Palo Alto. 
The Bruins play Stanford
 
today, and they decided to set up a 
game with SJSU while 
they  were in 
the 
area. 
Menendez said SJSU 
is 
looking forward to testing them-
selves against an Ivy League
 team. 
"I think the morale of our 
team is very good right now, and 
the players are looking forward to 
the game." Menendez said. 
Freshman
 forward Todd Hel-
lman leads Brown in scoring with 
three 
goals and three assists. 
Bruin goalkeeper Terry Sta-
noch has played all hut 24 minutes 
at the net for the team this season.
 
and he has a 1.45 goals -against av-
erage and three shutouts. 
Brown is coached by Cliff Ste-






































































































































































































 loss to 
Cal 
By Greg Stryker 
Daily 
staff writer 
The SJSU field hockey team finished the 
season  with a 
heartbreaking 1-0 loss to Cal on Wednesday afternoon at 
South Canipus. 
The Spartans 13-10-1 overall. 2-6 in the PCAA1 suf-
fered their second shutout loss  of the season to the Bears, as 
Cars Gretchen Scheel blasted 
in
 the winning goal off the 
pads of SJSU goalkeeper
 Jill 
Jacobson  at the 2104 
mark of 








with  its 4-2 
offense (four forwards
 and two midfielder%) 
hut  
couldn't 
find the open net. In the first 
half,  the Spartans had three 
good scoring 
opportunities 
Forward Gina Donotrio used her quickness
 to pen-
etrate the Cal defense constantly in the
 first half. Early in 
the game she sped up the right side and 
fired  inside the cir-
cle, 
but her




Minutes later, jumor 
forward  Kit Molloy was one-on-
one 
on the left side hut was stopped by Cox. 
who was tough 
at the net all day. 
Late
 in the half, Donofrio. a freshman, charged up the
 
middle of the 












 over  the 








 breathing down my neck. 
and 
I was 









me,- Donofrio said. "II I tried to pull over. I probably 
wouldn't have got a shot. 
sot
 tried to shoot over her, and it 
went too high. 
"We 




 hut we 
couldn't get it in the net. We came close. We put a lot of 





 16-4-3, 2-2-31 
dominated  the second
 half as much 









Kiki  Brown 
and 
Gretchen Scheel were constantly threatening. 
Junior midfielder Mace Savelkoul said the defense 
played well except for the one goal. 
"We 
marked 
well.- Savelkoul said. "We 
played
 good 
defense. They scored the goal because the sweep came 
through
 and nobody picked her up." 
Scheel scored off a penalty
 corner situation,  and the 
Spartans were held in check 
by
 the tight marking of the Bear 
defensive backs the rest of the way. 





hustled  a 






 get it 






coach Carolyn LOA is said 
"We talked about putting 
the 
ball  downfield, 
aiming  for the 
corners
 and nO1 trying
 to 
work 
it out. because Berkeley
 does 
have very fine suck 
work We were very 
successful in the first hall, but
 an the 
second half we stopped doing that. --
Jacobson
 played her final game 
for  the Spartans and 
had  nine saves. 
The
 senior said the 
team's  scoring 
problems  
this season were due
 to a lack 
of
 
second  et fon. 




want it, hut they're not as 
intense as they could he. 'They
 
need to he at the 
right  place at the right time. 
We
 get the 
shots till, hut
 we don't 
get  the second 
ones."  
Lewis  said the scoring 
problems  were due to 
lack of 
the mental
 toughness that comes




conditioning."  Lew 
is said 
"I look 
at them at the end 




almost tells me they can play harder.
 
"Thai's 
pan of experience. Thai's learning.
 They need 
to learn that they can 
work harder. The older 
players
 know 





donI  realize 
that they can dig down




you look at Mace al 





 she's put her all into it." 
The young Spartan
 team is tied for 
last
 place with 
Chico State. But then. 
SJSU
 wasn't expected to challenge 
this 
season.
 Next season. the team 
will  have everyone re-
turning except
 Jacobson. 
SJSU challenged in the first
 half of the season with a 
2-
2 record hut 
lost all four second -half conference 
games.  
Freshman  forward 
Sheryl  Sorg was a 
pleasant  sunrise, 
leading the league with 
six  conference 
goals.  
Lew  is said 
she 
didn't  play her as 
much  down the stretch
 because Sorg is 
still in need of better stick
 work skills. 




ence goal this 
season, as did freshman Tina 
Royce. Sharon 
Calini
 and Mace Say elkoul 
were











HOLSTON (API When flat 
Lanier became the manager of the 









Instead, the Astro% son nearly 
10)  






Lanier became the first rookie to 
he 
named the NI. Manager of the Year. 
''Ii
 was a great ear for the team. 
and a great year for me.' 
-
 he said. 
Lanier received the award one 






honeymoon  to Fiji. Ile and his %tile. 
Mary. were married 







24 first -place votes in balloting by the 
Baseball Writers A7r7rOCILIIIIM 01 Amer-
ica. Dasey Johnson.
 who managed the 







Over  the 









NOW,. Roger Craig of the 
San 
Francisco
 lams got 
the  
two  other 
first
-place  %tiles and
 tinusheti thirtl. 
The voting by two








 points were 
awarded  for a 
first -place 
vote,  three 
points  for 
sec-





finished  with 
108  points to 
62 for 
Johnson,
 42 for Craig, 
three for 
John
 Felske of the 
Philadelphia  Phil -
lies
 and one 
for Jim 
Leyland




 been a 
coach for 
St. 










which  the 





 style to 












finished  tied 





























Great  copies 
Great  people 


























Basketball  Season 
Is 
Just  
Around  The 
Corner
 




'NORWEGIAN NAT L 71AM 
Nos 29 at Portland 





DEC II SANTA CLARA 1801 
DEC 10 ARIZONA STATE
 ISDI 
DEC 22 CAL STATE HAYWARD 
Dec 25 re
 
Fa. West Classic 


























'OM LONG EACH ISDI 
"NEW MEXICO STATE 
7 30 PM 














I JD PM 
Jr.
 II at Fresno Sit,. 1 ID PM 





 S7 FULLERTON ISDI 
1 00 
PM 




J. 31 'al CSU Long
 
See,  
1 30 PM 
Feb 
2 'at CM 
Slat.  Fullerton 7 30 PM 
FEB



















FRESNO STATE ISM 




















 Paved  
at OH 
Ho



















Tickets  114 Damsel 
Gold




Fee  $3 
Single
 










 Sec 306 or 
309) $3 
Gene.* 


















































 us to do 
well.  
People  were saying













But the Astro), with a sty le simi-
liar to whai Lanier had seen in St. 






victory total in the 
major leagues.  Houston Imishevi 
10 
games ahead (il 
runner-up  Cincinnati. 
Lanier earlier was named Asso-








`No one picked us to 
do 
well. People were 
saying we 
would  finish 










 is I( x king I( ir the 
hest
 young musical tal-
ent in the 
country and to find it we're holding audi-













\'e Ii pr 
)(RUA.'








music.  Veil 
he 
casting 






talent,  we have 
a place for you at Opryland!  
Here's what we  need: 
Singers: Prepare three selecti( ins and hring sl 
wet  


















in,  brass. wt Kim -ill& 
and string 
players.  
NI(  1st 
will  he asked 
to 





will  Ix. 
conducted
 at 
the auditif in sites. 
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HARA5SMI:N1  it UM page I 
charges 
against  the department 
if the 
poster was removed,
 he said. 





and O'Connell, both said they













 Larry James 
apparently  
ridiculing her and 
Mog about the al-
leged harassment. 
"I heard 
Larry  James 
mockingly 
characterize  a sexual
 harassment prob-
lem to the staff as 
*personnel  officer to 
the rescue,
 employees up against
 the 
wall, now you'll 
all he charged with 
sexual 
harassment,'  " she said. 
"Given the timing of the incident 
with the poster . . . I have good rea-
son to believe that this was what he 
was 
referring
 to," she added. 
However, James flatly denied the 
claim. He 
said O'Connell apparently 
misinterpreted 
what  was taking place. 
James said he did say something 
similar to what O'Connell attributed to 
him hut was actually joking about an 
incident involving
 Design and Con-
struction Manager Barbara Pluta. 
'It was one of those Friday 
morning -type humorous incidents that 
goes on in every workplace that there 
is 
in
 the world.' James
 said. 
Pima confirmed James' account. 
Pluta said that during the meeting be-
tween O'Connell and Mos,  she was in 



















come  to 
his  dorm 


















































 emerged from 




 employees in 
the 
office 
began  laughing and 
were still 
















were  directed toward 
her.
 They were 
meant in fun and had nothing to do 
with 
gays, she said. 
"I thought for sure she 
would 
come and talk 




 said. "She 
didn't,























Sonneman  said. " In the past 
tour to six weeks
 I have devoted an 
additional  411 hours in deciding 
whether I wanted to participate in 
this.''
 
Sonneman told the hoard that 
although 
he's never worked as a 
professional consultant, his work 
with three A.S. and several politi-
cal campaigns was ample experi-
-6nce. " 




McCorquodale's  state 
Senate campaign and Tom Brad-








campaign  which 
swept  Boothe 
and  
13 





 With the 
previous  campaigns 
that I've 
been  involved with 
I have 
the desire and the
 necessary skills 
to apply to this.'' said 
Sonneman.  
He also 





which raised the 
A.S.  fee front




Because  the 
elections  are 
over, Sonneman
 said he'll 
have
 the 




for  someone 
who has 


















 actions of 
more 
than 




















assistant,  said yesterday.
 
"We 
haven't  seen the material 
yet,  
this is the first I've heard oi it. so 
there's no 
way I can 
predict"
 
whether the president will approve 
the 
expenditure.  
Boothe  defended spending 
student money on the project, 
claiming the community surround-
ing SJSU supports the issue. 
". . . members in the busi-
ness conueueity.
 atn4 
residents -east.  
and kouth of (campus) are willing 









tire focus is very concentrated on 
the next two weeks 
to find as many 
people as possible,
 from as many 
disparate parts of the community. 
to convince the city of San Jose that 
this is a good idea,- Boothe said. 





cilwoman Susan Hammer is the pri-
mary target of the 
campaign.  Son-
neman said, as SJSU is in her 
district. 
"Susan Hammer is extremely 
influential on the City Council," 
Sonneman
 said. 
The task force will try to bring 
as many people as possible to the 
meeting. Boothe said. 
"We are asking the adminis-
tration to use buses to transport stu-
dents to the meeting.'' he said. 
For the next two weeks the 
A.S. is going to devote 
most
 of its 
energy to 
this project, said Bob 
Gunter. 
director  of California State 
Student Affairs and 
member  of the 
task
 force. 
"We're going to die and our 
grade point averages are going to 
eo 
to hell...














Open Mon -Fri 11:00 am. 
'Midnight 
Sat -Sun 4:00 p.m.
-Midnight
 


















15, 1 30 p 




Fruity Slaft Alumni %serval
 $7 






















San Jose Civic 
Auditorium
 











tha . . 
and I 
know













O'Connell said the incident 
is part 










 Director John 
Montgomery,
 O'Connell cited inci-
dents
 she 
felt justified holding a ha-
rassment workshop for the 
depart-
ment.  
After a proposed 
workshop was 




The organization was 
formed to oversee the rights of homo-
sexual staff members on campus, 
O'Connell said. 
Further appeals for a workshop 
went unanswered, she said. When the 
fliers began disappearing in Septem-
ber. O'Connell said she renewed
 her 
efforts to bring attention to ha-
rassment.
 
In a letter to personnel director 
Mog dated Sept. li. O'Connell called 
the removal and covering of her no-
tices "harassment and bigotry" and 
asked for action to protect her from 
Further
 attacks. 












timidation. Protected classes include 
gay men and lesbians, she said. 
Qayoumi,  who came to the de-
partment in July, said 
he
 forwarded the 
letter to the 
Affirmative Action Office. 
Qayoumi said he told O'Connell he 






said  two sexual ha-
rassment workshops are scheduled for 
Jan. 15 and 16 --some 14 months after 
O'C'onnell's initial complaint. Part of 
the delay was the fact that facilities. 
with  
244 workers,  is the largest depart-
ment on 
campus,
 he said. The 
workshops 







accomplish  anything 
v. iihin the de-
partment.  
O'Connell
 said she 
filed a 
formal complaint




 with the 







Martha O'Connell, SJSU 











 The case 
is 
still being heard, she 
said.  
O'Connell said the reason for fil-
ing another formal complaint 
against a 
facilities manager is that her attempts 
within the department have been un-
productive and directed toward people 
she now
 sees as part of the problem. 




















remedies  are useless." 
O'Connell
 said she 
k a% further 
incensed 
when  she was 
Mused  release 
time for her ins










and Johnson used 
v acat
 ion











for herself and Johnson O'Connell 
said 
she  v.rote Function 
in May re-
questing a tenet campus depart-













and  Johnson to discuss 
the matter. 
O'Connell
 said this showed 
prefer-
ential treatment 
because  Fullerton 
wrote a letter for Womyn's




have gotten zero 
support
 
from President Fullerton." 
O'Connell 
said.
 "What I would 
ask  (her) is 
what  
the difference is between Womyn's 
Week and Gay and Lesbian Awareness 
Womyn's
 Week




















































 she is  
not 
'I am appalled 
that  apparently the 
homophobia  








 except for the 
tact that one 
is 
socially 
acceptable  and 






president,  said the 
university  is 
not allowed to 







 for events 
not work -related. 
Exceptions can he made, hut gen-
erally are not. he said. The release for 
satisfied,  because release time has 
been 
granted for birthdays and other 
events. 
"They  are 
setting 
themselves  up 
to 
make  value 
judgments




 consider to 




from their  














































































Regionals,  which 





















































































 the Physics  
Club will 
hold a casting
 party kw 











































St Call Dan 
















p.m.  today 
in the 










 at (415) 725-0277
 or 
(415)  
856-2093  for 
information.  
 
The San Jose Symphonic Choir 
will  
hold
 a concert of J.S.
 Bach's 






Alum Rock Ave. 
in San Jose. Call 










"Co-op Orientation" at 
1:30 
p.m.  
Monday in the Student 
Union 
Costannan  Room.  












"Islam  in Today's World, -
a lecture 
by
 Ahmed Deedat, president 




 South Africa at 2 
p.m. Monday in MacQuarrie 
Hall.  
Room 
324. Call Chris Jochim at 
277-





meet at 7 
p.m. Monday in the Engi-
neering 
Building,
 Room 333. 
Call  
Allen at 





 sign-ups for its an-
nual Turkey Trot Race
 from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. today through Nov. 25, the day 
of the race,
 in its office next to the 
Spartan Pub. Call 
Jeff  Games at 277 
2858
 for information. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS
 




 PJL, 3166 
Williams  
Rd.














 pers,nel & pro-
lasional  growth as 
Volunteer  in, 














 tameness. fund-raising, 
etc BI- & mono-lingual, all 
ra-
jas,
 grad I undergred
 Even 
ence 
from clerical to 
post -grad, 
Intro-to








J 95108, 290-5055 
RESEARCH 






 ideho. W206XT. Los An 





TWO CUTE KITTENS for FREE. Cali 
Craig at 225-0244. Monday 
thrOugh Stacey after 3pm 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
BUGS FOR SALE!!! San 
Jose's  best 
BUGS All guaranteed!!!
 1005. 
noosing, OAC. COO VW 
Restora-
tion st 2974200. $200 discount on 
Male purchase unit 1.0 
12 VW BUG. rags 
am frn cassette 
auks storm. rebuilt 
engine  Runs 
great, $1500 call 723-3453 
COMPUTERS
 
APPLE MACINTOSH USERS Rent 
Pm on  LaserWriter Pius 
prints. 




$ervices  also Cell 
D AYSTAR 
at
 358-2717 Pickup 
e nd delivery Reasonable 
eta,  
quality  work, 
COMPUTER EASE Computer lime or 
private 







San Jos* home Afternoon 
classes only 227-1990 






Portable5-OSBLAN-TR440   
Over 500 13159 fonnats   
$1400  disk .. Word 
PM 
camas -Nag 
Tepee   
Prompt Service 
PU & Delivery   
Creates Data Seri, 
Ices 
(409066-6000  
IBM RT COMPA11BLE. 256k. 2 drives 
monitor, keyboerd, MG P. 9695 
64011 20148
 herd delt. drive,  
monitor. keyboard. $1095 Dot 
matrix printer. $240 Letter gusl-
ity. $295 One block
 from campus 
404 S 3rd 
St. 02. corner of 
San  






own  Hang II 
sleeping
 
awe with our 
glom, pillows 
and 
formes  Custom 
Futons & 
PII  
lows Plus, 302 El Paseo 
Shopping  










 with this ad 
I SELL 
ONLY ONE model
 and size 
(23") of bike,
 trut you 
can  own 
new 12 -speed 























Ask for Joe 
WHY
 BUY SEMINAR 
COURSES, Bor-
row them



































 1400  
weekly,
 $60 


























































 for stu. 
dent. 



































































































































earn 99 25 
starling,  















































 and some 
flexibility 
is 











 and you may 
earn 23,4 
create per 
quarter  or 
semester 
During your ante, 
spring.  end 
especially
 summer 





 end an 
interview,
 or cell 
Monday  
through  
Friday between 10 AM
-2 PM (406)  
2769885
 P the 
line
 Is busy, 
pease be parent
 
and by again 
An equal







 for the 
major  
oil  comp.'s. 
Parl-tirne.  easy 
hours
 weekly 




 Great am, 
once
 





 55 25 hr . 3,1 eves wk 





 , 942-2470 
SUPPORT




 Great expert 
ence, Hiring 
immediately
 Earn up 




evenIng only Telemarketing an 
a new twist Must hove
 good com-
munication  sails and 
commend
 
of the English engage Call now, 
Deb Array. 




AIDES  for 
preschool
 











 ECE. enthusiasm. 
end 
creativity
 Flexible hours & 
friendly




TELEMARKETING  RADIO TIME
 PART 
TIME We ere looking for a 
few 
outspoken people to sell air time 
This position requires  good 
voice and  
strong  desire to male 
money Cell Mrs Green at 377-
3900 
TELEPHONE SALES -pa lira Sell 
subscriptions 
to
 the Mecury 
News Gueranteed 54 50 hr plus 
commission
 Shifts 9AM-1PM or 
4 30PM-8 











cure end sefe rooms.
 FREE 





gle evallebi Walking distance to 
San Jose 
Slate Office 72 N 
5111  
ST. 998-0234 




 to SJSU From 0600 





FOR RENT. Detailed pool house full 
kitchen. bath. unfurnished Los 
Altos, 9.375. 964-2406 
FURNISHED BEDROOM. kitchen pay-
ee.. Prefer Female non-smoker 










 Furn PSBR epol  
bath & deck Gaspe, 
tapas  
pool, tennis 





 1 trarrn w bonus
 mm 
Must be 
clean.  quiet & 
abet  551 














 1511, vicinity Wom-
en's Gym or 










care as part of  research
 project 
If you have had 
low beck min for 
more than 6 months & are 20-55 







 eel 401 
DEL TA GAMMA),
 Looking forward to 
some 
111110 
out on Friday 
Loa, 
THE GENTLEMEN OF 
THETA  CHI 
FEMALE 
COMPANION  WANTED to 
live with sincere handicapped
 
man Please call 
Brian et 296-
2306 
Hitt EL JEWISH STUDENT 
ASSOCIA-
TION. Shebat dinners, parties 
Sunday brunches, lectors., 
Tues-
day 
"Lunch  and lean,- Ivan 
dencing,  holidey celebretIons 
For




FOR MATURE MAI F 
student .6 
professionals.  growth 
In  supportive









NATIONAL GAY -151 contest club la 
, 
men and women Cabana. 
low  
mites 




113781-K,  San 




 PEOPLE to 
try new 
























































SANDY, Thanks for 
 great weekend 
Because of you my
 
eyes ere open 
again ROB 
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERNA. 
NENTL Y. C000.0144
 335 S 






 SIGS Mike. Scott 
and Cherie have in store for fain 
tonight? Mike wont 
be ruthless. 
Scotty will beam Janne up. 
Char. 
liewill
 have  very Mary  
ena  
We
 re gonna do it III at CIA Om.-
ga 
s Symphony Bell 
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS
 Christian Cen-
ter Sunday-Lutheren 10 45
 aiIm, 
Catholic 4 00 ondl 00 pm Please 
call Campus





Natalie  Shires,Fr Bob 1.4914o -N 
Joan 
Panel's,




RARE IT AL Stop laming, araing,
 




unwonted  hair (chin, 
Mini, tummy.




 diaounts to 
students
 and
 faulty Call before 
Christmas, 1966 & get your 
1st
 
spat sr 1 2 price 
Unwonted  halm 
disappears with my 
core






appt . 1645 
S Beacom Ave AC 
HAIR TODAY GONE 
TOMORROW
 
FE  IF'sil IS THAT DESIGN 
protect 
due I you 
hare no nears.. for 
Mau or whal to build? Sill Elec-




 needs for 
the student Call Days 942.7736,  
Eves 293-4780 esk 
for Joe 
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY rill con
-
ant with 
SJSU  student for 30 min-
utes FREE 







Office  located 
roan 









KEYS MADE LOCKOUTS OPENED. 
autos Most torsion la dorrattic(  
Hone & business. retains locks 
& 




 Open 9 to Gan 
Mon inns 







 owner mernber-NLA. 
LIA Evergreen Locksmith & 
curity Service. call 270-3277. SJ 
PERMANENT 
HAIR REMOVAL for 
men and women Special rat
 with 
faculty
 or student 
ID
 Private & 
confklentia Weekdays, evenings 
 Seturday 
Sunnyvale  Electroly 
ale Center, Koll 
Business Part at 
arry 101 









 echoers. and public officials
 
Specialising In historical, politi-
cal, blogrephirM topics Student 
discounts
 erallable For free 
info, 
write CLO, 40034 Maier,  
Lane,  
Columble, MD. 21045 
RUNNERS, ATHLETES. Deep
 time 
muscle work for an extra compet 






 DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN 
Enroll now!
 Sara your teeth,  eyes 
e nd money too For information 




SKI NORTH TAHOE" 
Sun nr Send 
Lodge.
 4306 N Lake Blvd,
 Kings 
Beech











Bautlful  motel 
0. lake. TV,





 but  
I 
do, 
These,,  dissertation., 
reports  
Eight peg. minimum. 




processing. ask for Jaye el 264 
1029 




 papers, Meas. re-






work Only 10 
Mo-






 Y, ACCURATE. AC-
COUNTARL E for 
telephoriers Met 
roots typing 
fats lops try 
Tony 216-2067 



















work  at competlftve rata 
Experi-
enced In 











minutes  from 
cam-






group protects wet 
come Spa check every tens free 
disk 











& word perfect 
N ame arrs la F.
 
0 305 30 Re 







 CASH REBATE  115 
carth decant 
to new 










ryprel and skilled word processor 
I araranter Plus 
printing
 Pickup 
and deilvay HIgierst quaky work 
al 
student roles  II 50 
pope  
CaO 
DAYSTAR at 358.2717 
ACCURACY ALWAYS Prot...lona 
malts  
every  time 
Tams pa-
pas, resumes and dissertations 
Serving Evergreen, SSJ & a few 
minutes 




















Alteratives,  294-2974 
AMY WILL TYPE 
your  
pope  for only 
SI per pegs double
 
.paced On 
m.o. Nth day for pickup& de 
livery Call 249-4075, 
leave me-
mtg.  
A WAY WITH WORDS






Word Processing,  spelling errors 
corrected long manuaripts wial 
come
 WIN pick up. deliver Also 
avelloble critical reeding. ...la-
terite in rewriting





 Hame  
lob will process Etperensed on 
theses, manuscripts,  papers. re-
sume. prolessiona bak -up 
work







BECK SECRETARIAL Student pa-




Glen ere. Call Ilse 
at 21374234 
BLOSSOM HILL SANTA TERESA
 
ARE Fast. securer, typing end 
word 
processing
 vellable amen 
days  week I. ailed pick-up & 
delivery 
345-1012  
CALI LINDA FOR PROFESSIONAL 
word proceseIng Reports, 
theses, 
distal...Ions.  group pro-
rests. 'Geom.. Guaranteed quick 
return 
Per  page and hourly reles 
Trananplion available Almaden. 
Brenham 
area
 Free disk stomp 
Prof





ams for ceresralnded people 
Cover lettere & references also 
Champagne anda. for beer bud-
gets Call 259-9367
 
Do you have  moor due soon? Does 
It need lo be typed, Call
 
today 
afteduie your word processing
 
job Oulck turnaround accurate 
$2 de page 
993-9260. Word for 
Word  Enterpriras-SJ 
EDITING WORD PROCESSING,  266-
94441 
Emphasis
 on correct punc 









pendable Willow Glen Area,  easy 
to locate Cell 
Mrs Morton 
(Marsha) from tiAM4P1M st 266, 
9446 
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING 
Term papers, research 
papers  





























































































































































































































































WAD  186eD  
THAT















Spelling, gramma punclueten 
easIslance
 All work guaranteed
 
Professional, confidential and de-
pendable
 service at 
AFFORDA 




 (Santa Clara) See 
SJSU 
Fall
 /16 Diratory of Classes 
for additional 
coupon  ravings 


















pickup & delivery available, 
Call  
966-6940 
INEXPENSIVE. QUICK WORD pro -
searing SI 
00 pre pegs 
no mini-
mum These,  dissertation. 
etc  
RHEMA GRAPHICS
 et 365-9036 
NEED THAT 
FORGOTTEN  PAPER 
typed tast7 Let la help,
 Term pa-
pas. /totters, reports, theses, re.
 
search





spelling esslatance Reesonable 
rem Call Marcie at 294-6347
 
(wort leave 






 IT WRITE. Faulty and 
dents can 
rely on accuraW 
timely production  
of Minealetters. 
Classified  
reports,  resumes, publIcalons,  
menuaripts,  corrapondence, 
etc Will Old in granter 
welling -
punctuation











-term pews,  









 al 741-5E10 
PUT 
YOUR
 WORDS In then beta per-
speolIne E 
xperienced Notes 
'lona word processing papers. 

















$I to 91 75
 per
 page 
Quick turnaround Disk storm, 
for 30 cloys Call (400 946-4967 
Ask for 
Amanda  or leave message 
on machine 
RELIARIF WORD PROCESSING 
DONE at ...sonare  rata
 with
 
quick turnaround lime Will setup 
spell  check






RESUMES, COVERI FTTFRS 
and  
business correspondence Assn.'  
lance Min vocabilery. sentence 
structure, and form If requeeta 
Call 260.9448
 
RESUME & TYPING We use IBM 
xi 
COMPUTER. Word Ste, and Meter 
qualtty
 printer Resume 55 up 














SOMA/ typing & buelness send 
Ica Feel. reesoneas  near uni-
versity Cell 
(406)792-4047  
THESES REPORT PAPERS Word 
procasing
 0 
rtr attention to 
detall $7 pg for students. 53 pg 
for professionals Resumes 510 
Save your work on the IBM PC for 
later use 




 printed - in 
pubikebons panty
 Etickson 
Word PrNessing 377-5293 
TvPING























 will be accepted
 only 
Cell 






























































































































HIll  Santa 
Tema
 
era L aped 
Mk












































 Ad Here 
(Count
 approximately 30 letters 





1 1 1 I 1 I 
1 1 I 1 




Lines  $515 $600 $635 $660 $680 
$1 20 











/ I 1 I I 
Each Additional Line Add $ 80 
Semester Rates (All Issues) 
5-9 Ines $46 00 
 10-14 t 






























SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER Classified 







Sale Lost 8 Found 
OR CASH TO 
Hours 9-00A 




SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS 
 Deadline, Two days prior to publication 
San Jose State University
















 Haile Daily staff photographe 
Graduate
 student Michelle Robinson. left,
 and senior Penelope Issichopoulos
 ap-
pear tonight in 









 from page 1 




president  in 
1973-74,
 said the 
role
 the association 
serves
 for unions is 
not 
unlike that which 
professional or 
ganizations
 do for English 
professors. 
housing officials and
 business people 
By 
grouping together
 with those 
involved in the 






ask. "How can we do 
things better and 
differently?" he said. 
In anticipation
 ot the large num 
her of visitors, the union
 has "reall 
been 
spit
-polishing"  its 
own facility . 
including
 having extra 
crews  working 
nights, 
Robison  said. 
'The place
 is really 
going  to 
look
 















Burdick.  dean of 










lessor, is slated 
to speak about 
campus  
life before























 and from marketing 
to
 




 events are 
scheduled 
at the Hyatt 
Such sharing of 
experiences  and 
ideas
 









































































to hold a 
conference  for 
some
 time 
but was not 
really considering
 it until 
1988, 
she  said. 
However,  when 
the  
ACU-I








can find a 
volunteer 
school,  






By hosting the 
conference. MU 
stands 
to gain a great




























meals  and 
the like
 are re-













































































By Sue kiyabu 
Daily staff 
writer  
A lone piano  could 
barely be heard 
with  
all the 
shuffling  backstage. 
Occasional  
notes  rang 
through  the 
vocal  
chords,













was not that successful in try-
ing 
to 
create foot -stomping rhythms through 
the
 noise. 
All this preparation Wednesday was for 
tonight's opening of the SJSU drama depart-





 however, the pianist will have an 
orchestra





have to compete with last-minute details. 
In addition,
 she is the musical director
 and 
has been practicing with the orchestra for 
weeks.  
"The Robber Bridegroom"  is the drama 
department's grandest production this semes-
ter. said theater arts Prof. Bob Jenkins,  director 
of
 theater for the SJSU drama department.
 
"It's 





elaborate production of the season." Jenkins 
said.
 
The production poses no more problems 





have,  for the 
most part, been 
taken care 
of, 
now  it's just getting the 
cast to relax .  
 Theresa Larkin, 
.14 olitn r 
Bridegroom'
 dii echor 
said, although he 
added the musical is very 
multifaceted
 and elaborate. 
"In some places its 
white-hot."
 Jenkins 
said. "In others it's panic
 city." 
For it being the largest production of the 
season, its director, 
Theresa  Larkin appeared 
very 
calm.  
"You should have seen me a week and a 
half ago," 
said Larkin. SJSU graduate
 student 
in theater arts. 
"I was not this calm.




Larkin said she has directed about 20 
other plays and 
productions
 in addition to 
"Robber 
Bridegroom."  
EAST LOS ANGELES 
(API
 
 A baby girl survived a 
car crash 
















ic al s 
said. 
The unnamed baby was in 
guarded condition
 in the Los An-
geles County -US(' 
Medical Cen-
ter's intensive care unit, said 
hos-
pital spokeswoman
 Adelaida De 

















music  and voice 
 a 
thousand different
 elements," Larkin 
said. 
She said the most
 difficult pan of her 
job 
was to take 
all these details and 
put unity into 
the piece. 
"The 
cast is lust 
great."
 Larkin said. 
"The details 
have. for the 
most  part, been 
taken care 
of, now it's just getting
 the cast to 
relax and have a 
good




 is a musical 
conicity which includes






Goat  and 



































and Nov. 20.21 and 22. 
Tickets can he purchased at the University 
Theatre  











was  taken to 
the hospital
 in a sher-
iffs 










condition  at 
the
 same 
hospital,  De La 
Cerda  said. 
Enrique  Echabarria and wile 
Dia/ %%ere en route to the hospital 
shortly 
before 3 Lit". 
with
 Dia/ in 
labor,  when she gave birth to the 





























eyes  oft the 
road.  
The car, going northbound on 
Eastern 
Avenue.  jumped a curb 
and struck a light pole. said East 
Los Angeles 
Sheriffs  Sgt. Bill 
Conley.
 
The great beers of 
the  world 


































Brewing  Co 
Milwaukee 
WI
 
